
2. The next step is to add the cracks in the eggs. Then we can plan where 
we want our �owers to go by drawing some small circles. We can also 
add a larger circle for the egg that the chick will be sitting in! 

1. Let’s start with the most basic shapes to begin with. Draw the shape of 
the four whole eggs, don’t worry about the space where the chick will go 
for now. The red lines show you what to draw next, continue to use your 
sketching pencil for the plan of the drawing. 
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3. Add petals around the centre of the �owers, by drawing lots of small
ovals all the way around each circle. You can also add a zig-zag edge to the
larger egg to show that the top has come o�. Then give the �owers some
stems by drawing slightly curved lines going from the centre of the �ower
to the ground.

4. Now we can start on the basic shapes of our animals. Start with the 
chick’s head, eye and the shape of the beak. The chicks body should �t 
inside the egg, so draw two small curved lines from the head into the egg 
to show this.
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5. Now we can add more detail to the chick, �nish o� his mouth by 
drawing the inside edge of his beak and his tongue. Finally draw the top 
piece of his shell in front of the eggs by adding a curved line with a 
zig-zag edge at the top.

6. Now we are going to draw the bunny. Start with the most basic shapes, 
such as circles for the feet, toes, nose, body, face and legs. The ears are 
long and pointed, like a squashed circle. 
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7. Now add the rest of the detail for our bunny! The shape of his face can 
be made using two di�erent sized ovals. Then add two lines for each leg, 
and another two for each foot, then one big oval for his tummy!

8. Add two curved lines to �ll the gaps between his front paws, add 
another line in each of his ears. Then just draw his mouth and teeth, and 
we are ready to move on to the next step!  
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7. Now to give our animals some feathers and fur! Start with the chick, 
pressing lightly, carefully draw zig-zag lines around his head and the bit 
of his body you can see.

The bunny’s fur will be a little more di�cult, but take your time and press 
lightly so you can easily rub out any mistakes.

8. When you are happy with your plan. Take out your 2B pencil and go 
over the outline of the whole drawing. Think carefully about which lines 
you need to keep and which ones you can erase.
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7. Now we can start colouring in! Choose lots of di�erent colours and �ip 
your pencils for more choice!

8. Here is my �nished easter scene, I coloured the sky blue and the grass 
green, but you can choose any colours you like. Or if you like, you could 
do patterns instead!


